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系，把握 1840—1949 年中国绘画相关的特点。 
































    The Chinese nation has a long history and dogs with misfortunes and 
mishaps,which was in domestic trouble and foreign invasion in the mid-term of the 
19th century.The First Opium War in 1840s has changed the state of closing the 
country to international intercourse since Ming Dynasty, witch marks the beginning of 
Chinese modernization.It is in the background of the modernization of Chinese 
painting. 
    In learning former research on the basis,the article raises the concept of the 
modernity change of Chinese painting.It is a long process about the modernity change 
of Chinese painting,which has been kept on since 1840s.Generally,Chinese painting 
has properly the modernity features until 1980s.The article mainly researches into the 
process and characteristics of the modernity change of Chinese painting before the 
1980s. 
    The article elaborates the idea of modernity and aesthetic modernity in western 
field and analyses that with chinese characteristics.It tries to take the aesthetic 
modernity of modern literature of reference to master the characteristics of Chinese 
painting from 1840s to 1949s. 
    The Chinese art world starts to reflect on the modernity change of Chinese art on 
a large scale in the 1980s.Although it raises and solves a series of questions,some 
questions has been unsolved,including how to build the modernity shape of Chinese 
art and whether the value standard of modern art has universality in western countries 
or not.The article tries to give its own opinion about this two unsolved 
questions.Besides the article still refers to the anxiety of the reflection on the Chinese 
art modernity and the reason of that. 
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想要了解 1840 年以后的中国绘画，对此前绘画历史的了解也必不可少。 
                                                        






























公元 1368 年，明太祖朱元璋推翻了蒙古贵族建立的元朝，开始了长达 315
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